CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

3.1 Method of Research

This study used qualitative method. Descriptive qualitative method described utterances that analyze by using the aspect of meaning that involved in The Jakarta Post on Archipelago’s column in May 2012.

3.2 Source of The data

The sources of the data are the articles on archipelago’s column. Each week two article in different days were taken during May 2012. However, the topic of the articles was different. Subsequently, there were eight articles that analyzed by using aspects of meaning.

In addition, the data of this research is the utterance of the interviewees in the articles analyzed by using the aspects of meaning on archipelago’s column in May 2012. Moreover, the source of the data is Archipelago’s column in The Jakarta Post online.

3.3 Technique of Collecting The data

The data of this research are collected by using documentary such as reading and taking notes. There are four steps in collecting the data, they are:

a) Browsing the articles of The Jakarta Post online.

b) Determining the articles

c) Reading the articles of The Jakarta Post online

d) Taking note about the utterance that have aspects of meaning
3.4 Technique of Analyzing The data

The data are analyzed by qualitative method. The utterances utter by the interviewees or informant that taken from eight articles on archipelago's column were analyze by using the aspects of meanings. The sentence analyzed either about the theme of the sentence, the feelings of the speaker, the tone of the sentence or the intension of the sentence.